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Halogen Bonding Interactions for Aromatic and Non-Aromatic  

Explosive Detection  
 

Arjun K.A. Jaini, Lillian B. Hughes, Michael K. Kitimet, Kevin John Ulep,  
Michael C. Leopold,* and Carol A. Parish* 

 

Department of Chemistry, Gottwald Science Center, University of Richmond, Richmond, VA  23173 

 

Abstract 

Improved sensing strategies are needed for facile, accurate and rapid detection of aromatic and non-
aromatic explosives. Density functional theory was used to evaluate the relative binding interaction energies 
between halogen-containing sensor model molecules and nitro-containing explosives. Interaction energies 
ranged from –18 to –14 kJ/mol and highly directional halogen bonding interactions were observed with 
bond distances ranging between 3.0 and 3.4 Å. In all geometry optimized structures, the sigma-hole of 
electropositive potential on the halogen aligned with a lone pair of electrons on the nitro-moiety of the 
explosive. The computational results predict that the strongest interactions will occur with iodine-based 
sensors as, of all the halogens studied, iodine is the largest, most polarizable halogen with the smallest 
electronegativity. Based on these promising proof-of-concept results, synthetically accessible sensors were 
designed using1,4-dihalobenzene (X= Cl, Br and I) with and without tetra-fluoro electron withdrawing 
groups attached to the benzene ring. These sensing molecules were embedded onto single walled carbon 
nanotubes that were mechanically abraded onto interdigitated array electrodes and these were used to 
measure the responses to explosive model compounds cyclohexanone and dimethyl-dinitro-benzene in 
nitrogen gas. Amperometric current-time curves for selectors and control molecules, including 
concentration correlated signal enhancement, as well as response and recovery times, indicate selector 
responsiveness to these model compounds, with the largest response observed for iodo-substituted sensors.   

Keywords: explosive detection; halogen bonding; carbon nanotube-based sensor; chemiresistive; 
cyclohexanone  
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The ability to quickly and accurately detect the presence of explosives is important to the 

field of security, national defense, and counter-terrorism efforts.1 There are two main structural 

categories of explosives, aromatic compounds (e.g., 2,4,6-Trinitroluene (TNT), 2,4-Dinitrotoluene 

(2,4-DNT), and 2,6-Dinitrotoluene (2,6-DNT)) and non-aromatic molecules (e.g., 1,3,5-Trinitro-

1,3,5-triazinane (RDX), 1,3,5,7-Tetranitro-1,3,5,7-tetrazocane (HMX), Pentaerythritol tetranitrate 

(PETN)) - Figure 1a-f.  While both categories possess a range of explosive power, non-aromatic 

explosives are more difficult to detect due to their low vapor pressure. The vapor pressure of RDX 

(~8.3 x 10-10 Torr), for example, is four orders of magnitude lower than the vapor pressure of TNT 

(~4.8 x 10-6 Torr).1 The low vapor pressure of non-aromatic explosives cause these molecules to 

exhibit “stickiness” with various surfaces, making them attractive targets in the design of new 

devices targeting difficult-to-detect explosives.  Similar to aromatic explosive molecules, the non-

aromatic variety feature multiple, electron-rich NO2 groups as a major structural component (Fig. 

1).   

While direct detection of these compounds would be ideal, there are also other molecules 

that can be present within certain explosive materials that can be used as an indirect target for 

detection.  In some cases, these compounds are by-products of the primary explosive production 

process while, in other instances, they are more volatile molecules, known as detection taggants, 

purposely added to explosives by manufacturers to enable higher detectability of the explosive 

material.  For example, it has been reported using headspace GC-MS analysis that volatile by-

products such as cyclohexanone (CH) (~1 x100 Torr) and 2-ethyl-hexanol (~1 x10-1 Torr) are 

emitted during the synthesis and recrystallization of RDX, a component of untagged plastic 

explosives such as Composition 4 (C-4) and Semtex.2 One of the more common components of 

tagged plastic explosives such as C-4 and Semtex, as well as Detasheet, which contains PETN, is 

the semi-volatile (~1 x10-3 Torr) taggant or marker compound dimethyl-dinitro-butane (DMNB).2  

Like their primary explosive counterparts, it is noteworthy that DMNB and CH (Figure 1, g-h) 

feature nitro groups, or electron-rich, lone-pair containing peripheral oxygen atoms, respectively.  

Collectively, the molecules shown in Figure 1 represent both direct and indirect target compounds 

for the development of sensors to effectively detect nearly imperceptible explosives.  
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A number of methods and materials are currently in use or are being developed to 

effectively detect explosive or explosive-related molecules with an emphasis of detecting trace 

amounts with high selectivity using smaller devices that are cost-effective.  The need, approaches, 

and challenges are effectively detailed in a review by Thundat and Senesac.1  Canine olfaction, one 

of the oldest and widely used explosive detection methods, has limitations in that the animals are 

extremely labor intensive in terms of training and care, and can only be used for a few hours a 

day.3  Interestingly, in the United States, canines are typically trained on detection of the taggant 

DMNB at 0.5 ppb, rather than the actual explosive molecule, making them less effective for 

detecting the presence of untagged plastic explosives.4  

Ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) is another widely used explosive detection method, 

particularly at airports and security checkpoints, but is dependent on sample collection via surface 

swabbing prior to injection into the IMS.5  While this method is effective for TNT in the picogram 

range, non-aromatic explosives are much more difficult to detect due to their low volatility and 

ability to easily adhere to surfaces.5-6 There are also several inexpensive, non-instrumental 

explosive detection colorimetric assays, such as the Meisenheimer and Griess methods, that 

rapidly indicate the presence of nitrites and nitroaromatics as a presumptive gun-shot residue 

analysis,7-9 though they lack specificity and are prone to false positives.8  

Figure 1. Aromatic explosive example 
molecules: (a) 2,4,6-trinitroluene (TNT), 
(b) 2,4-dinitrotoluene (2,4-DNT), and (c) 

2,6-dinitrotoluene (2,6-DNT)) and non-
aromatic explosive example molecules: 
(d) 1,3,5-trinitro-1,3,5-triazinane (RDX), 
(e) 1,3,5,7-tetranitro-1,3,5,7-tetrazocane 
(HMX), and (f) pentaerythritol 
tetranitrate (PETN) as well as molecules 
commonly present with RDX and PETN 
as a by-product, (g) cyclohexanone (CH), 
or as a taggant, (h) dimethydinitrobutane 
(DMNB). 
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Spectroscopic methods, measuring both fluorescence quenching7, 10-15 and activation,16-19 have 

been successfully demonstrated to provide both mobile and sensitive detection of explosives or 

explosive-related molecules.  These techniques have been used to detect low concentrations (ppm) 

of aromatic explosives such as TNT as well as non-aromatic explosives such as RDX and PETN.  

Fluorescence quenching during interactions of explosives with large, organic conjugated polymers 

has been incorporated into a commercialized, handheld system known as FIDO (Fluorescence 

Impersonating Dog Olfaction). FIDO can detect aromatic TNT molecules in the ppb range and is 

effective for land mines and IEDs.20  The same research group demonstrated the use of fluorescence 

to capture nitroester and nitroamine moieties after photofragmentation of C4, successfully 

detecting non-aromatic RDX (1.2 ng) and PETN (0.320 ng).16, 21 While the fluorescent-based 

techniques7, 10-21 represent important progress toward effective explosive detection, the creation of 

new materials and strategies that can emphasize specific interactions between selector and target 

explosive molecules remain of high interest to easily and accurately detect a wider range of 

explosives or taggants.  

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs), graphene sheets rolled into a tube, continue to be a highly 

investigated material as a functional component of chemical sensors for a variety of different 

targets, including explosive detection, and there are extensive literature reviews available.22-23  The 

structural network of π-electrons found in CNTs creates an organic wire of significant length and 

high conductivity that is extremely sensitive to changes in the local environment – an attractive 

property for use in electrochemical or chemiresistive sensor designs.24-26   In chemiresistive sensors, 

the conductance of the CNTs changes upon exposure to the target analyte.  The suspected response 

mechanism is thought to be influenced by three types of interactions: intra-CNT interactions with 

the analyte, inter-CNT interactions with the analyte, and/or the interfacial electronic coupling of 

the CNTs with the electrode.22  The specific architecture of the CNT material, the nature of the target 

analyte, and the electrode interface or modification thereof (i.e., Schottky barrier effects) can 

influence the relative impact of each of these interactions during transduction.  Intra-CNT 

responses involve individual CNTs where analyte interaction disrupts the number or mobility of 

charge carrier holes within the material, such as the adsorption of e- donating species that transfers 

charge and decreases hole conduction (i.e., increasing resistance).  Inter-CNT interactions, either 

analyte partitioning between CNTs or within a coating on the CNT, can cause small changes in 

the space between CNTs (i.e., film swelling), exponentially increasing overall film resistance with 
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separation distance.  Effective selectivity continues to be a challenge for CNT-based sensors.  

While specificity for a single target species is usually difficult to attain with CNTs, significant 

selectivity has been achieved via CNT modification with coatings featuring selector molecules that 

are able to promote some discrimination against interferents.22       

Halogen bonding (X-B) is a highly directional, non-covalent interaction between a region 

of positive electrostatic potential on a halogen atom and a Lewis base.27  The region of positive 

electrostatic potential is created by the polarizability of a halogen atom bonded to electronegative 

groups that pull electron density from the halogen atom along the sigma bond axis, leaving behind 

a positively charged area referred to as a “sigma hole.”28 X-B is even more directionally constrained 

than hydrogen bonding (H-B) due to the position of the sigma hole, which forms along the covalent 

bond of the halogen atom.29 The sigma hole is highly tunable,30 and its size mainly depends on the 

polarizability and electronegativity of the halogen atom and the strength of the electron 

withdrawing group connected to the halogen atom.29-30 While X-B has been explored 

computationally, including small inorganic and organic molecular systems31 as well as their 

potential contributions in DNA base pairing,32 experimental evidence and application of X-B, 

particularly in combination with computational support, appears less often in the literature.  Van 

der Boom and coworkers used halogen bonding interactions as the premise of noncovalent 

assembly of gold nanoparticles (NPs) onto planar surfaces.33 Additionally, the unique X-B property 

of being an extremely linear, non-covalent interaction has useful applications in crystal 

engineering of novel structures,34 and it has been reported that X-B is sometimes preferred to H-B 

in various solutions and crystal structures.35-36 Recently, a combination experimental and 

computational study established evidence of X-B between astatine monoiodide and cyclohexane.37 

Additionally, the linear property of X-B has been used in various other electrochemical sensors 

that can detect specific anions.38-42    

In this report, a combination of computational and experimental methods was used to 

explore the energetics of X-B bonding in model halogen-based molecules and Lewis bases, 

including NO2 containing explosives and explosive-related molecules. Density functional theory 

was utilized to perform proof-of-concept calculations aimed at understanding the interactions of 

specific selector molecules (X-B donors) with both aromatic and non-aromatic explosives as well 

as key explosive-related taggants and by-products. The calculations established the feasibility of 
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using X-B as a functional component of an experimentally-based, molecular recognition sensing 

strategy for explosives.  Experimental design of a carbon nanotube (CNT) based sensor featuring 

the selector molecules successfully established expected X-B trends and the fast, concentration-

dependent detection of targeted explosive-related molecules. To our knowledge, a study that 

combines both the computational and experimental evidence of X-B, specifically geared toward 

successful detection of the presence of non-aromatic explosive molecules, is currently not present 

in the literature.   

Experimental Details 

Computational Methods.   

 
As a proof-of-concept, computational quantum chemistry was used to estimate the energy of 

interaction between various halogen based sensor molecules (X-B donors) and Lewis bases, 

including aromatic and non-aromatic explosives, as well as taggants, by-products and carrier gases. 

Gas-phase geometry optimization of the halogen bonded complexes, sensor molecules and Lewis 

bases was performed using the Gaussian09 software43 utilizing Becke's hybrid B3LYP functional44 

with the cc-pVDZ basis sets.45-46 For the larger halogens, iodine and bromine, the small (28-electron) 

Dirac-Fock (MDF) effective-core pseudopotentials and the corresponding basis sets were used.47-48  

Further computational details are provided in the Supporting Information.  

Vapor Sensing Materials and Methods – Experimental Details.   

 

Sensor design fabrication, and vapor testing were all modeled after procedures by Swager 

et al. 2015,40, 49 and are briefly described here with additional details provided in the Supporting 

Information.  Interdigitated array (IDA) electrodes (gold on ceramic substrate; 2.2 x 7.6 x 0.7 cm 

with 200 µm band and gap widths) and their corresponding electronic connectors were obtained 

from DropSens (Metrohm).  Pristine single–walled carbon nanotubes (p-SWCNTs) were 

purchased from NanoLab, Inc. (Waltham, MA, USA) and modified with commercially available 

selector molecules using a ball-milling procedure. 40, 49 The resulting material was mechanically 

compressed into a PENCIL (see Supporting Information) with the resulting pellet mechanically 

abraded across a clean IDA until a film resistance of 0.1-3.0 kW was achieved, as determined from 

current-voltage measurements  (0.1 to -0.1 V) recorded with a potentiostat (CH Instruments, Model 

630B).50 
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  SWCNT-selector modified IDAs were inserted into an in-house built flow system (see 

Supporting Information) and allowed to equilibrate under a stream of nitrogen overnight prior to 

being quickly transferred to the Teflon cell holder, also under nitrogen flow, where they were 

allowed re-equilibrate under a constant applied potential (0.1 V, ≥ 500 s) to establish an initial, 

stable baseline current.  Current through the sensors was monitored via amperometric current–time 

(I–t) curves while exposing the sensor to various concentrations of cyclohexanone with nitrogen 

as the carrier gas.  Additional experimental details are provided in the Supporting Information. 

Results and Discussion 

Determining the X-B Strength of Experimentally Accessible Selectors  

Density functional theory was utilized to determine the strength of X-B interactions 

between a number of halogenated systems (X-B donors) and lone-pair containing Lewis base target 

molecules (X-B acceptors). The computational determination of stronger binding energies (Eint), 

shorter X-B bonds and linear interaction angles indicates X-B interactions that are more likely to 

be practically employed in experimental strategies targeting the same molecules.30-32, 51  

Dihalogen selector molecules featuring a halogen at the 1 and 4 positions of an aromatic 

ring were selected as the X-B partner, either with (strong X-B) or without (weak X-B) tetrafluoro 

electron-withdrawing functionality added to the aromatic ring (Figure 2A).  The use of selectors 

containing dihalogen-substituted aromatic rings was appealing as they provide a mechanism for 

physically immobilizing the selector to CNTs while avoiding the complications that would arise 

from competing H-B interactions from hydroxyl and carboxylate substituted rings (results not 

shown).  For each selector candidate, the halogen (X) was varied from iodine to bromine to 

chlorine with the expectation that X-B strengthens as one moves down Group VII and the halogen 

becomes more polarizable and less electronegative. For comparison, NH3 was included in our 

calculations, along with the representative aromatic and non-aromatic explosives and explosive-

related compounds CH and DMNB, the later allowing for a safer work-flow in our experimental 

proof-of-concept study described below. NH3 is a model analyte offering a lone pair of electrons 

for X-B. In our computational work, hexane served to model the behavior of the experimentally 

used control compound octadecane, structurally incapable of X-B interactions. 
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 A major facet of X-B is its dependence on the halogen engaged in the interaction.  For 

example, as illustrated in Figure 2B, there is a significantly larger sigma hole on the halogen in 

1,4-diiodotetrafluorobenzene relative to 1,4-dichlorotetrafluorobenzene.  The low 

electronegativity, high polarizability and large percent s character of the unshared electrons on 

iodine, combined with the electron withdrawing properties of fluorine in the -tetrafluorobenzene 

moiety, all contribute to a large sigma hole on  

iodine.29 Accordingly, the Eint between 1,4-diiodotetrafluorobenzene and ammonia, a model X-B 

acceptor molecule, is significant at -37.18 kJ/mol (Table 1).  For comparison, Eint for the H-B 

interaction in the water dimer is -21 kJ/mol (calculated with CCSD(T)/cc-aug-pVQZ),52 

establishing that X-B can be a significant interaction, particularly if the structure of the interacting 

molecules are strategically chosen.  We explored the binding interaction energies and complex 

geometries for many compounds (Table SI-1). The computational results for the interaction of our 

best selector 1,4-diiodotetrafluorobenzene with aromatic and non-aromatic explosive molecules as 

well as explosive-related taggants and by-product molecules, suggests significant interaction 

(Table 1).     
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With the 1,4-diiodotetrafluorobenzene selector, interaction energies for aromatic 

explosives (TNT, 2,4-DNT and 2,6-DNT) range from -15.1 to -18.1 kJ/mol while the range for 

non-aromatics (RDX, HMX and PETN) is -13.9 to -16.8 kJ/mol. The interaction energy for by-

product CH is -23.4 kJ/mol and for taggant DMNB it is -18.2 kJ/mol. For all complexes of 1,4-

diiodotetrafluorobenzene (other than hexane) the X-B bond lengths are less than 3.10 Å and R-X-

B bond angles are greater than 173o. In our hexane control Eint is very weakly favorable (-0.69 

kJ/mol) and the interaction distance is 4.00 Å.		

Comparison of Selectors 

To better understand the dependence of the interaction energy on the nature of the halogen 

and EWGs, various selectors with RDX were compared (Table 1). The corresponding data for all 

1,4-dichlorobenzene 1,4-dibromobenzene 1,4-diiodobenzene

1,4-dichlorotetrafluorobenzene 1,4-dibromotetrafluorobenzene 1,4-diiodotetrafluorobenzene

A

B

Figure 2. (A) 1,4-dihalogen aromatics either with or without additional 2,3,5,6-tetrafluro substitution and 
where X varied from Cl to Br to I were studied as selector molecules; (B) Sigma holes on 1,4-
dichlorobenzene, 1,4-dibromobenzene, 1,4-diiodobenzene, 1,4-dichlorotetrafluorobenzene, 1,4-
dibromotetrafluoro-benzene and 1,4-diiodotetrafluorobenzene. This shows the increase in size of the 
sigma hole as EWGs are added to the aromatic ring and as the size and polarizability of the halogen 
increases. (C) Geometry optimized halogen bonded structure between RDX with 1,4-
diiodotetrafluorobenzene. Bond lengths are shown in Å. C – X – O bond angle is 174.9. Structures of all 
X-B complexes, showing the dependence of E

int
 on halogen, EWG and resulting geometry, can be found 

in the Supporting Information.  
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analytes shown in Figure 1 can be found in Supporting Information (Table SI-1). Using RDX as 

a representative example, we see that the interaction energy decreases from approximately -14 to 

-11 to -7 kJ/mol as the halogen changes from I to Br to Cl.  Removal of the electron-withdrawing 

F atoms on the benzene ring of the selector results in a decrease in interaction energy with RDX 

of 3–4 kJ/mol (Table 1). For instance, the X-B interaction decreases if the iodine is substituted 

with bromine (diiodotetrafluorobenzene:RDX -13.93; dibromotetrafluorobenzene:RDX -11.33 

kJ/mole) or with the removal of the fluorine EWGs (diiodotetrafluorobenzene:RDX -13.93; 

diiodobenzene:RDX -10.01 kJ/mol). The geometry optimized structure of 1,4-

diiodotetrafluorobenzene with RDX  (Figure 2C) demonstrates the structure of the halogen 

bonded complexes and the near linear dependence of the R-X-B bond angle. Structures for other 

complexes (Figures SI-1 to SI-12) demonstrate the increase in X-B bond length when the electron 

withdrawing groups on the aromatic ring are not present and the lengthening of the X-B bond upon 

replacement of iodine with smaller halogens. In each case, the combination of removing EWGs 

and substituting another halogen for iodine results in a weakening of the X-B interaction. These 

trends hold true for all Lewis bases with all selectors included in this study (Supporting 

Information).  
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Table 1.  Top: Computed interaction energies (kJ/mol) for halogen-bonded complexes with our 

strongest selector 1,4-diiodotetrafluorobenzene. Bottom: Interaction energies (kJ/mol) for halogen-

bonded complexes with non-aromatic explosive RDX. 

 ΔEint  (kJ/mol) X–B bond Distance (Å) R–X–B Bond Angle (q) 

Halogen-bonded complexes with strongest selector 1,4-diiodotetrafluorobenzene 

model system 

NH3  

 

-37.18 

 

2.86 

 

179.9 

aromatic explosives    

TNT  -15.14 3.10 173.9 

2,4-DNT -18.07 3.05 174.8 

2,6-DNT -17.77 3.07 173.8 

non-aromatic explosives    

RDX  -13.93 3.10 174.9 

HMX  -15.48 3.09 175.0 

PETN  -16.75 3.27 162.5 

taggant/by-product    

CH -23.42 2.89 179.1 

DMNB -18.22 3.04 173.6 

non-binder/control    

hexane -0.69 4.00 168.9 

Halogen-bonded complexes with non-aromatic explosive RDX 

1,4 diiodotetrafluorobenzene -13.93 3.10 174.9 

1,4 dibromotetrafluorobenzene -11.33 3.04 174.1 

1,4 dichlorotetrafluorobenzene -7.09 3.11 172.1 

1,4 diiodobenzene -10.01 3.27 178.4 

1,4 dibromobenzene -7.85 3.20 176.6 

1,4 dichlorobenzene -4.33 3.24 174.0 

 

The electronic nature of the X-B bond acceptor plays a role in the structure and stability of 

these complexes. For instance, the aromatic explosive models would be expected to have less 

electron density on the oxygen atoms of the nitro groups due to resonance with the aromatic ring; 

however, the non-aromatic explosive models are attached to the ring via a nitrogen atom with a 

lone pair of electrons available for delocalization onto the nitro moiety. These competing electronic 

effects between aromatic and non-aromatic acceptors results in interaction energies that are within 

similar ranges. Molecules with greater conformational flexibility, such as HMX, PETN and 

DMNB, form complexes with slightly longer X-B bond lengths (3.09, 3.27 and 3.04, respectively) 

while still maintaining favorable X-B interaction energies (-15.5, -16.8 and -18.2 kJ/mol, 

respectively). The especially long bond length in PETN complexes is driven by two stabilizing 

interactions: a halogen bond between the iodine on the sensor and a PETN NO2 group, and a 
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secondary hydrogen-(diiodobenzene) or halogen-(diiodotetrafluorobenzene) bond with a 

neighboring PETN NO2 group (Supporting Information, Figure SI-7). 

The strength of the halogen bonded complexes reported here are not entirely unexpected 

given the theoretical work thus far and in accordance with X-B literature reports.27-34, 37-38, 51, 53-55  That is, 

X-B interaction is greatest with iodine as this is a larger, more easily polarized atom and most 

susceptible to nearby fluoride EWGs. These groups play a key role in pulling electrons away from 

X creating a larger area of positive electrostatic potential (sigma hole). However, in complexes 

with many conformational degrees of freedom and/or the possibility of steric interactions, optimal 

X-B bonding can be a complicated optimization of structural and electronic effects.32 

For the purposes of eventually utilizing X-B for the detection of non-aromatic explosive 

molecules, the 1.21 kJ/mol difference in interaction energies between TNT (-13.93 kJ/mol) and 

RDX (-15.14 kJ/mol) with 1,4-diiodotetrafluorobenzene is particularly noteworthy – suggesting a 

clear and robust X-B interaction regardless of the aromaticity of the explosive molecule.  

Using X-B Interactions for Detection of Explosive-Related Molecules  

The development of sensing and biosensing devices that target molecules with specific 

intermolecular interactions such as H-B or X-B and using immobilized selectors often employ 

nanomaterials to increase surface area or enhance signal.56  Sensors designed for the detection of 

explosives or explosive-related molecules are no exception to this trend.  More recently, for 

example, Liu et al. showed that ethylenediamine-capped gold NPs could be used for the optical 

detection of TNT,57 and Parkin and coworkers58 demonstrated the use of quantum dots for the 

detection and differentiation of a number of explosives, including DNT, TNT, RDX, and PETN.  

A number of chemiresistive sensors for gas detection that feature nanomaterials have also been 

investigated, including work by Murray and Zamborini on NP film assemblies.59  A major facet of 

this field of work is the employment of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) as their 

electronic properties allow them to be excellent reporters of changes in conductivity associated 

with molecules binding at their surface.60 More specifically, work from the Swager lab on 

chemiresistive sensors with SWCNTs has produced some seminal reports targeting chemical 

warfare agents, including the use of covalently-functionalized24 and polymer-wrapped25 SWCNTs 

as the basis of sensors targeting a nerve agent mimic and explosive-related molecules (i.e., 

cyclohexanone and nitromethane), respectively.  Silane-modified films of SWCNT were also used 

by Swager and coworkers for sensors specifically targeting CH, a major component of the 
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headspace above RDX.26 Interestingly, a 2016 report from Swager40 used SWCNTs modified with 

aryl-halide selector molecules to engage X-B interactions in the detection of pyridine and observed 

mixed results.  To our knowledge, this current report is the first to experimentally employ X-B to 

specifically detect explosives or explosive-related molecules.      

For the experimental portion of this study, the selector molecules identified 

computationally for their ability to engage in X-B were combined with SWCNTs in a 

chemiresistive sensor aimed at the detection of explosive-related molecules, including 

cyclohexanone (CH), a side-product of RDX production, and DMNB, a common taggant 

component in non-aromatic explosives (e.g., RDX, PETN).  The p-SWCNTs were modified with 

the fluorinated and non-fluorinated halogen selectors as described in the Experimental Details 

section.  The resulting composite material was compressed and mechanically drawn onto IDA 

electrodes50 subsequently exposed to chemical vapor under amperometric monitoring at +0.1 V) 

(Figure 3).  Interaction of the vapor molecules with the selectors at the SWCNTs should elicit a 

change in the conductivity of the film and a measurable current response such as the example 

shown in Figure 3B.  As in numerous reports by Swager et al.,24-25, 50 normalized conductance of the 

film (ΔG/G) can be derived from the current signal (see Additional Experimental Details, 

Supporting Information).   
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 In order to establish X-B interactions as playing a major role in the sensing of CH, a series 

of SWCNT films were created with the various selector molecules: di-halides with and without 

the 2,3,5,6-tetrafluoro electron withdrawing groups as well as p-SWCNTs serving as a control.  

Each of these films were subjected to repeated exposures of  25, 50, or 75% CH vapor with nitrogen 

as the diluent alternated with 100% nitrogen flows.  As shown in Figure 4 and summarized in 

Supporting Information (Tables SI-2 and SI-3, Figure SI-13), the change in conductance 

(normalized) and the response and recovery times were recorded for each of the films (Note: Raw 

data included as Supporting Information, Figures SI-14 to SI-19).  Each of the films responded to 

the CH vapor with signal that increased with increasing CH concentration, though the trend for the 

Figure 3. (A) Schematic overhead (top) and cross-
sectional (bottom) representations of chemiresistive 
sensor comprised of randomly oriented p-SWCNTs 
modified with halogen bonding selector molecules 
deposited on an interdigitated array electrode (IDA) 
under applied potential; (B)  Typical amperiometric-
time (I-t) curves collected at +0.1V for p-SWCNTs 
modified with 1,4-diiodotetrafluorobenzene selector 
molecules exposed to a stream of nitrogen (↑) and 
vapor (↓) with (a) 25%, (b) 50%, and 75% 
cyclohexanone.        
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p-SWCNT control films was much more subtle compared to the robust response of films with 

selectors.  The largest responses resulted from sensors with SWCNTs modified with either 1,4-

diiodotetrafluorobenzene or 1,4-diiodobenzene with comparatively smaller responses recorded 

from their bromo-substituted counterparts.  The data suggests that the presence of the iodine is 

more critical to the X-B interaction with CH than the presence of the electron withdrawing groups, 

a trend more easily seen by examining the average sensing response (Supporting Information, 

Figure SI-20).  It is notable that the response time for all the selector films is similar (~15-17 s) 

though slightly higher, on average, than that of the p-SWCNT control (~9-10 s).  In comparison, 

the recovery time after the film is returned to 100% nitrogen flow, while similar for 
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Figure 4. Sensing response of normalized conductive change [ΔG/G (%)] of SWCNT-based sensors with 
various selector molecules (right) when exposed to vapor with varying concentrations of cyclohexanone (CH).  
For clarity, each series is displayed with a 20% offset.  Normalization/baseline correction procedure is described 
in more detail in Supporting Information.    
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the control film (~11 s), is 3-4 times higher for the films with selector molecules (Supporting 

Information, Table SI-2).  A comparison of amperometric I-t responses for a p-SWCNT control 

film versus a film with the 1,4-diiodobenzene selector illustrates the longer recovery time of the 

selector film (Figure SI-21). This trend is to be expected if X-B is present, increasing the 

intermolecular forces that must be overcome before molecules desorb from the selector/SWCNT 

interface.  

 In order to confirm that the selectors were engaging in a major role in the interactions with 

CH molecules, additional SWCNT films featuring the 1,4-diiodotetrafluorobenzene selectors were 

prepared.  In this set of experiments, films were prepared holding the mass of SWCNTs constant 

and increasing the concentration of 1,4-diiodotetrafluorobenzene selector, the hypothesis being 

that if the selector is critical to the CH interaction, a concentration dependent response should be 

observed.  The results indicate that the conductance signal is dependent on the amount of 1,4-

diiodotetrafluorobenzene selectors within the films, yielding a clear linear trend (Supporting 

Information, Figures SI-22 to SI-26).  An additional control experiment was conducted where a 

selector molecule unable to promote X-B interactions (octadecane) was incorporated with 

SWCNTs in order to differentiate the observed results from a simple film swelling mechanism.  

While The prior study exploring X-B interactions for gas detection concluded film swelling was 

the predominant transduction mechanism.40 Our results show that CNT films modified with 

octadecane resulted in conductance changes only moderately larger than the p-SWCNT control 

and smaller than all of the di-halogen selectors (Figures SI-13,19,20). This suggests that X-B is 

significant in our selectors and playing a sizeable role in the detection of CH.  Additionally, the 

prior report showed X-B trends for pyridine detection with di-halogen substituted benzene 

selectors (i.e., I > Br > Cl) but was unsuccessful establishing the effect of electron-withdrawing 

groups predicted with X-B interactions (i.e., films with 1,4-diiodobenzene selectors yield a 

significantly higher pyridine interaction versus those with 1,4-diidodotetrafluorobenzene 

selectors).40 In comparison, the current study targeting CH detection reveals both X-B trends are 

observable.   

 A CH concentration dependent response or linear calibration curve is easily attained when 

film assemblies with 1,4-diidodotetrafluorobenzene selectors are exposed to increasing relative 

concentrations of CH (% CH) in the nitrogen stream (Supporting Information, Figures SI-27).  
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The response to CH is robust, and extremely repeatable within a single sensor with relative 

standard error typically ≤ 2%.  The device-to-device response is relatively repeatable with a typical 

relative of ~15% given that each sensor is hand-made, including mechanical abrasion of the 

SWCNT-selector composite material.  The response toward CH is stable over time and responds 

to CH even after months of storing the films under ambient conditions (Figure SI-28).             

A key component of any sensor development is selectivity and while our film assemblies 

are still in a proof-of-concept stage of development, they were tested for selectivity against 

interferent species used in similar studies26 and found in commonly used materials (e.g., perfume, 

fuels, smoke, nail polish, alcoholic beverages).  The results, shown in Figure SI-29, suggest that 

the devices are exhibiting the same “class” selectivity toward compounds as observed in prior 

studies exploring X-B interactions of this kind for these targets.  If the data is normalized for vapor 

pressure effects on concentration, an effect that can increase the vapor concentration by orders of 

magnitude,26 the selectivity toward carbonyl class compounds like cyclohexanone is more 

pronounced (Figure SI-29).  The selectivity results suggest that, analogous to prior studies with 

X-B, the films are exhibiting both inter-CNT swelling as well as intra-CNT dipole interactions 

with the carbonyl group of CH that affects cationic carriers or holes within the film.22, 26   We suspect 

that the selectivity responses may have a higher influence of swelling effects than prior studies as 

we are currently unable to achieve similar low concentration levels with our apparatus.26  Improving 

the discrimination of the response toward more specific selectivity remains a goal of the next stage 

of these studies.   

 The established X-B based detection of CH at the SWCNT/1,4-diidootetrafluorobenzene 

composite films prompted an attempt to use the same system to detect DMNB, a common taggant 

added to a number of non-aromatic explosives.  Unlike CH, a volatile liquid that is easily converted 

to vapor in a flow system, DMNB, like the non-aromatic explosives, is significantly less volatile 

and must first be dissolved in a solvent, in this case, acetonitrile.  Given its low vapor pressure, the 

response of DMNB at the sensors is expected to be smaller than prior results and must be compared 

to controls of p-SWCNT films as well as exposure to acetonitrile vapor.  The difference in response 

for SWCNT control films toward the acetonitrile vapor versus the DMNB saturated acetonitrile 

vapor is negligible (with %ΔG/G values of 2.46 (±0.10) vs. 2.41 (±0.02), respectively.  The same 

exposures at the SWCNT/1,4-diidootetrafluorobenzene films show a small but consistent 

increased response when DMNB is present with ΔG/G values of 2.78 (±0.34)% vs. 3.77 (±0.45) – 
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results suggesting that X-B may be present between the selectors and the target molecule (Figure 

SI-30).  These preliminary results with DMNB, while promising, clearly prompt the development 

of a more sophisticated flow system able to vaporize DMNB without solvent (e.g., permeation 

tubes) before definitive conclusions can be made for X-B-based detection using these films.  An 

additional optimization of the flow system that may elicit an even more sensitive response in these 

systems is the use of a different carrier gas where, using the same theoretical modeling, the Eint 

between Ar and N2 with 1,4-diiodotetrafluorobenzene was small, i.e. -0.51 and -4.98 kJ/mol, 

respectively. While this result implies very little screening on the part of the carrier gas, it suggests 

that stronger experimental results may be achieved with the use of argon in future experiments.  

Conclusions 

Computationally, di-halobenzene based selector molecules form favorable, halogen 

bonding interactions with aromatic and non-aromatic explosives as well as with by-product CH 

and taggant DMNB. In all cases, the complexes contain interaction distances less than 3.4 Å and 

with R-X-B bond angles ranging between 160-180o. Computationally, the 

diiodotetrafluorobenzene selector formed the most favorable halogen-bonded structures, in 

agreement with our experimental results.  Experimentally, a sensing device was fabricated and the 

detection of CH and DMNB was demonstrated.  Results suggest that the sensing mechanism is 

based on halogen bonding interactions and that the presence of iodine in the selector is critical to 

its effectiveness.   
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